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I want to start off by expressing my sincere appreciation to the staff, students
and families of Sir Wilfrid Laurier. They
have shown remarkable tenacity and
resilience in facing all of the challenges
that this school year has brought. Thank
you for showing us your “Wil Power!”
We had some staffing changes at the
start of the third quadmester that I want
to share with you. We welcomed our
housebuilding teacher Matt Giroux upon his return from paternity leave. We
said farewell to Long Term Occasional
(LTO) Teachers Jordan Messier and
Anthony Morgan and wish them well in
their new assignments at other schools.
We welcomed five teachers for long
term assignments in third quadmester:
Michel Bélanger replacing Kelly Ryan
who is on maternity leave, and Pamela
Bentley, Gianfranco Dandrea, Jenna
Dorion and Emma Steers.
Finally, we bade a fond farewell to Russ
Stewart upon his retirement. Russ has
taught science and math at Sir Wil since
1995. He will be greatly missed for his
sense of humour and lively teaching.
We are very pleased that three of our
students are recipients of the 2020 Orléans Outstanding Youth Awards recognizing youth endeavour and accomplishment. Congratulations to Arden
Beanblossom, Adan Rizwan and

Mashkura Tabassum Tathoye. Mashkura
has also been recognized by Youth Ottawa
with a Service and Caring Award for her
many volunteering activities. Well done!
We held our annual Welcome to High School
evening on February 2nd. It was conducted in
a virtual format and provided information
about what our school offers with respect to
academic programming and extra-curricular
activities. You may watch it here. If you are
aware of a new family with high-school age
children moving into our school neighbourhood, please encourage them to watch the
information session and to contact us. We will
be happy to meet and set up registration appointments for them.
As always, we welcome and encourage more
parents/guardians to attend our School Council meetings. Many of our meetings begin with
a presentation that we hope you will find both
interesting and informative. Our next meeting
is on February 24th when we will offer a
presentation regarding option sheets put on
by our Head of Student Services, Christine
Gagné. The presentation will begin at 6:30
p.m. followed by a regular monthly School
Council meeting. The event will be held virtually; please email the Principal to indicate
your interest in attending and to receive the
meeting invite.
We appreciate you taking the time to read our
school newsletter.

Graduation 2021

Nancy Girozan
Principal

We want to let the potential graduates of 2021 and their parents/guardians know about
two changes to graduation requirements for this year. First, the Minister of Education has
decided that the Ontario Secondary School Literacy Test (OSSLT) will be waived as a
graduation requirement in June 2021.
In addition, for students graduating in the 2020-2021 school year,
the community involvement graduation requirement will be reduced to a minimum of 20 hours of community involvement activities. This recognizes that graduating students have had barriers to
earning their community involvement hours last school year and
there are continued barriers this school year. The Minister of Education does not want students to be adversely impacted by the
ongoing challenges related to Covid-19.
Therefore, the 2021 graduation requirements will be 30 credits and 20 hours of
community involvement service.
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Specialist High Skills Major—SHSM
This winter, students enrolled in Arts & Culture (A&C) SHSM and Information Communications Technology
(ICT) SHSM completed online certification courses in Office Ergonomics and Manual Material Handling from
the Canada Safety Council. SHSM students are required to earn six industry level certifications during their
two years in the SHSM program. For more information on how you can join one of the SHSM programs at
SWL, contact Mr. Budgell or Mr. Molnar.

TEJ3M Robotics—Mars Rover Project

Normally, one of the highlights of our Robotics courses involves working with our programmable robotic
vehicles. Unfortunately, the January lockdown meant that students and teachers were doing everything
from home, which meant that it had become impossible to get these vehicles into the hands of students.
Mr. Young did have one vehicle at home, but what good is it to have just one vehicle, and what good is it
if no student can even touch it?
It seemed utterly hopeless. But then a flash of inspiration. There is another situation where a robot is far
away from its programmers, too far to be touched or adjusted. The Mars Rover! (Rovers, in fact. Nasa has
landed 4 rovers on the Martian surface in recent years, and it hopes to land a 5th, Perseverance, on February 18th.). Our class took a page from the Mars Rover program. However, we didn’t have 9 months (or
400 million dollars), so... we cut some corners.
Instead of actually sending our Rover to Mars, we sent it to the strange and mysterious world of Mr.
Young’s living room. Each student’s Mission was to explore this world by sending programs to Mr. Young,
who would then upload each program to the Rover, which would then be placed at the Starting Point, or
wherever that student’s last Rover mission stopped. The Rover would execute its instructions. A camera
was placed on the Rover to capture the video. The resulting “first person” video would then be sent to the
student, who would then plan and code their next program. The process was repeated about 200 times
and, after 4 long evenings, all 18 TEJ3M students had managed to explore this world at least a little bit. A
few made it all the way and were richly rewarded.
Students were asked to map out what they saw. Here is Emma Ellsworth’s excellent map. When it was all
over, and after a drumroll, students then compared their maps with the “actual” Martian landscape (i.e.
suburban living room).
Emma Ellsworth kindly assembled all of her video fragments into one big, excellent, dramatic video.
Pandemic or no pandemic, the show must go on. Who knows what strange lands we will explore next
quadmester? Rumour has it that a mission has already been launched to explore the mysterious surface
of a Martian dining room table.

